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scotsman in buckskin sir william drummond stewart and the ... - scotsman in buckskin by mae reed
porter , odessa davenport , this sprawling and undocumented book is the biography of sir william drummond
stewart, an eccentric and quarrelsome scotsman who in the 1830's made many journeys through the american
men in eden - muse.jhu - men in eden william benemann published by university of nebraska press
benemann, william. men in eden: william drummond stewart and same-sex desire in the rocky mountain fur
trade. men in eden - muse.jhu - in 1963 historians mae reed porter and odessa davenport published
scotsman in buckskin, the fi rst full-length exploration of stewart’s life. mrs. porter’s involvement with the
project began in 1935 when, while visiting a museum in baltimore, she was shown a series of sir william
drummond stewart: aristocratic masculinity in ... - see bernard devoto, across the wide missouri (1947;
new york, 1998); mae reed porter and odessa davenport, scotsman in buckskin: sir william drummond stewart
and the rocky mountain fur trade (new york, 1963); marshall sprague, a gallery of dudes (bos- early painters
of the american west before cowboys and ... - early painters of the american west – before cowboys and
cavalry: a reader's guide. compiled by s. k. wier october 19, 2011 general the west of the imagination. ...
scotsman in buckskin: sir william drummond stewart and the rocky mountain fur trade. ... mae reed porter and
odessa davenport. narrative of the exploring expedition to the rocky ... - mae reed porter--scotsman in
buckskin sir william drummond stewart the shining mountains 44 vii the greatest rocky mountains 99 xiv [pdf]
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